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Introduction

In recent months, realtors, mortgage men, investors and attorneys have focused much attention on the possibilities afforded by the new provisions in the tax law approved on September 14, 1960, for the Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT).1 Section 10(a) of P.L. 86-779 placed real estate on a par with the regulated investment companies (mutual funds). The tax advantage enjoyed by the mutual funds had allowed them to grow tremendously since the companies were not taxed on earnings distributed to shareholders if such companies meet the terms of Code § 851-855.2 Meanwhile, the real estate trusts or similar organizations were taxed as corporations in reality the only difference between them was in their source of income. (Realty and mortgage v. stock and securities)

The earnings statement of one of the nation's largest trusts, Real Estate Investment Trust of America, shows the effect of the new law:3

Earnings Statement (6 months ended Nov. 30, 1960)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Before Code § 856</th>
<th>After Code § 856</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net Income (Before tax)</td>
<td>$519,743.00</td>
<td>$519,743.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Taxes</td>
<td>250,600.00</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Income (Available for Shareholders)</td>
<td>$269,143.00</td>
<td>$519,743.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Submitted in partial satisfaction of the writing requirements for the Master of Law and Taxation Degree at the Marshall-Wythe School of Law, College of William and Mary.

**B.B.A., University of Missouri (1954); B.C.L., College of William and Mary, Marshall-Wythe School of Law (1960).

1Section 10(a) of P.L. 86-779, 86th Cong., 2nd Sess., approved September 14, 1960.


It can be readily ascertained that by allowing the Real Estate Investment Trust of America (if qualifications and limitations are met) the tax advantages given mutual funds, the Congress has given impetus to real estate investment that had previously been impeded by tax structure of the nation. Furthermore, several other advantages can be cited for the real estate investment trust:

1. Pooling of funds allows the small investor to undertake larger and more important investment projects. Through this means, private capital can be obtained for financing homes, apartments and office buildings, whereas now most real estate financing is dependent upon Government guaranteed money.

2. Diversification of assets affords more safety of investment.

3. Expert investment counsel can be retained. This will allow many potential investors who have funds available for investment to participate when they otherwise would not invest because of lack of time or money to seek out opportunities for investment.

4. Marketability of shares will be a definite advantage since previously many real estate syndicates limited the right to transfer shares. Since shares could not be traded freely, many investors were discouraged, but with the trust shares being easily transferred, the shares will be more valuable.

The "Massachusetts" or business trust, the basic type of organization impliedly prescribed by the Code, has been recognized in this country since the 19th Century. Its failure to contribute substantially to the United States economy can be largely attributed to the early court decisions taxing it as a corporation. However, it is clear that mutual funds could not have grown to their present position in the economy if they had to pay one half of their income for taxes in addition to the costs of investment services for management as the real estate trust had to do previously.

Of course, tax advantages allowed Real Estate Investment Trusts by P. L. 86-779 are not given without stringent limitations so as to insure that the intended purposes will not be circumvented. The scope of this paper shall be to preview the effects

of these limitations on the real estate investment trust after a brief study of the history of this form of investment.

History of Taxation of Real Estate Trusts

Judicial:

The Revenue Act of 1909 — the ancestor of the corporate income tax — placed an excise tax of one percent of income on the privilege of doing business in a corporate form or in a quasi-corporate form. This Act required two basic areas of statutory interpretation, the first of which was: what types of entities were covered beside the corporate form? Since a 1910 case held that trusts were not "organized under the laws" and were accordingly not covered, this area did not give rise to uncertainty. However, the second question of when an entity was carrying on business did draw a great deal of careful consideration with a broad distinction being drawn by Mr. Justice Day in Flint v. Stone Tracy Company, and in Zonne v. Minneapolis Syndicate. The Flint case involved a number of real estate corporations joined with a corporation owning and leasing ore lands for rent or royalty. All of these companies engaged in investing operations as well as in operating them. Justice Day held these companies to be "carrying on business" as contrasted to the Zonne case which was held not taxable for it had "wholly parted with control-management of the property." The power of the corporation involved was limited by the corporation charter to holding a single piece of property under lease for 130 years and collecting and distributing rents to shareholders. Thus a distinction was drawn between corporations which did and did not engage in or control those activities which result in the production of income. This distinction remains in the tax laws of today.

Following these two decisions the area of "twilight" was clouded with several cases which are now of only minor interest

6220 U.S. 107 (1910).
7220 U.S. 187 (1911).
and which led to general confusion in the concepts until Mr. Justice Hughes wrote the opinion in *Morrissey v. Commissioner*.\(^\text{10}\) This case involved a trust created for the development of a tract of land through construction and operation of golf courses, clubhouses and residential areas. In conjunction with these activities it was to also conduct business with broad powers for purchases, operation and sale of property. Shares of beneficial interest were issued but the shareholders had only advisory power so that the trustees had almost unbridled discretion in the operation of the trust. The government, of course, contended that the trust was an "association" within the meaning of the Revenue Acts of 1924-1926 while the trustees claimed to be a strict trust as the beneficiaries had no control over the trustees. Mr. Justice Hughes distinguished between the strict and business trust by stating that in the former there is no "association" between the beneficiaries and trustees; and further, that while the purpose of the ordinary trust is conservation, the purpose of the association is to carry on business and make profit.

This case established three essential tests for determining whether an organization should be taxed as an association:

1. Two or more individuals associating themselves in a joint enterprise.
2. Enterprise should have resemblance to corporation.
3. Purpose of enterprise is carrying on business for profit.

It appears that all three of these elements are necessary for the organization to be classified as an association taxable as a corporation.\(^\text{11}\)

**Legislative:**

It was not until 1936 that the Treasury applied the rule in the *Morrissey* case to investment companies and taxed investment trusts as corporations whether of the fixed or management type.\(^\text{12}\) This regulation led to litigation which resulted in 1941 in distinguishing between the fixed and the management types, holding

\(^{10}\) 296 U.S. 344 (1935).

\(^{11}\) Channing, *supra*, note 8 at p. 507.

\(^{12}\) Treas. Reg. 86, Article 801.2.
the former where the trustee does not charge investments not taxable as a corporation and holding the latter to be taxable. It was Commissioner v. North American Bond Trust\textsuperscript{13} which fixed the law as it applied to securities investment trusts.

The statutory exemption from income taxes for the regulated investment companies under the Revenue Act of 1936 made it possible for these mutual funds to organize a trust for the purpose of providing expert centralized investment management without corporate tax liability. In contrast to ordinary corporations most investment companies enjoy freedom from taxation. Thus, the investment company shareholders are not burdened with an additional layer of taxes.\textsuperscript{14} Growth of the REIT was stymied because investors would not organize them since this type of venture would require twice the capital needed in organizing a regulated investment company or direct investment in real estate or securities in order to receive a given return. In the light of the spectacular growth of mutual funds, the need for a "conduit" to pass rents from property free of corporate taxes became apparent to many investors. Steps to eliminate the distinction between the tax consequences of dividends and interest as contrasted to rents were made initially in 1956 when identical bills\textsuperscript{15} were filed in Congress by Congressman Simpson of Pennsylvania and Congressman Keogh of New York. The main provisions of H. R. 4392 were that relief be extended only to trusts operating as investment conduits as distinguished from corporations operating in this manner. In paragraph § 856(b)(1) of the original bill it was required that the beneficial interest be held by twenty-five or more persons but was silent on the control of the trust and the possibilities of carrying on the business in an active capacity. An election to be treated as conduit by the trust was required. A favorable report filed by the House Committee stated the inconsistent tax treatment of securities income and rental income discriminated, without reason, against the real estate investment trust and impeded the flow of investment capital toward its "highest and best" use.\textsuperscript{16}

\textsuperscript{13}122 F. 2d 545 (1941).

\textsuperscript{14}Weisenberger Investment Companies, p. 91 (1957); Channing, \textit{supra} at note 8, p. 502.

\textsuperscript{15}H.R. 4392 & H.R. 6264, 84th Con., 2d Sess., approved by House on July 23, 1956, and in Senate on July 26, 1956.

\textsuperscript{16}Channing, \textit{supra}, note 8, p. 511.
Several amendments were incorporated into the bill by the House Ways and Means Committee so as to limit the operations of these trusts in many ways. The first amendment increased the minimum membership of the entity to one hundred persons. Another important change prohibited the relationship between the trust and tenant from extending beyond that of landlord and tenant. The third, and perhaps the most important amendment, dealt with the extent to which a REIT could engage directly in the production of income. In order to more fully define the "passiveness" of the trust the Committee amended the bill to exclude from rents any income received from property with respect to which the trust made any expenditure other than those "properly chargeable to capital account." Under the newly amended bill a REIT could not derive more than 10% of its income from "operated" properties.\textsuperscript{17}

This amended bill was passed by both Houses of Congress and sent to the President who subsequently vetoed it. He felt compelled to explain his reasons for vetoing and set the reasons forth in the following memorandum:

...While the bill assumes a similarity between real estate trusts and regulated investment companies, there are important differences between the two situations. The income of regulated investment companies is generally derived from the securities of corporations which are fully subject to corporate income tax. In the case of regulated investment companies, therefore, the conduit treatment merely avoids an additional level of corporate taxation, which for divided income consists of the tax on the portion of dividend remaining after the 85% intercorporate dividends deduction. By contrast, the conduit treatment proposed for real estate trusts would entirely remove the corporate income tax from much of the income originating in their real estate operations.

It is by no means clear how far a new provision of this sort might be applied. Though intended to be applicable only to a small number of trusts, it could, and might well become, available to many real estate companies which were originally organized and have always carried on their activities as fully taxable corporations.

\textsuperscript{17}Ibid., p. 512.
For these reasons, I am constrained to withhold my approval of the bill.\textsuperscript{18}

President Eisenhower's veto apparently was based on two reasons: (1) He felt that real estate was not subject to the "triple tax" to which mutual funds would be subject if not for this special treatment; (2) Loss of revenue to the government.

At the first session of the 85th Congress, the House of Representatives again initiated and subsequently passed a similar measure.\textsuperscript{19} After the passage in the House, the Senate did not take independent action on this bill but incorporated it into the bill which ultimately was adopted as the Technical Amendments Act of 1958.\textsuperscript{20} Before this act was enacted, however, the proposal as to real estate investment trusts was deleted by the Conference Committee.\textsuperscript{21}

Again in the 86th Congress, Congressman Keogh sponsored a similar bill which was approved by the House.\textsuperscript{22} The Senate instead of handling separately incorporated it as Amendment No. 9 into a bill dealing with a number of miscellaneous tax matters.\textsuperscript{23} It was in this form that the measure was finally adopted by the Senate and received the subsequent approval of the President. An interesting note on politics arises out of this bill since the measure approved by President Eisenhower has essentially the same structure as the bill vetoed in 1956. Apparently the main reason for the change of attitude by the President lies in the economic condition of the country at that time and the pressing need for private investment capital.


\textsuperscript{19}H.R. 8102, 85th Cong., 1st Sess., approved July 31, 1957.


\textsuperscript{22}H.R. 12559, 86th Cong., 2d Sess., approved January 29, 1960.

\textsuperscript{23}H.R. 12559 became § 10 of H.R. 10960 by a Senate floor amendment.
Real Estate Investment Trusts Under The New Law

Definition:

In a statute of this nature the definition of the terms utilized in the Code are extremely important. The statutory definition must be followed in order to insure the qualifications of the trusts within the framework of the Code.

The term "trust" is open to several meanings since it is not always used in its technical sense. Sometimes it serves merely to indicate a fiduciary relationship but since many times the business "association" called trusts have been taxed as corporations, it is necessary to have standards defined in the Code. The term "real estate investment trusts" means an unincorporated trust or an unincorporated association with these added criteria:

1) Management of the trust must be in the hands of one or more trustees.25
2) Beneficial ownership is evidenced by transferable shares or by transferable certificates of beneficial interest.26
3) Organization is of the type that would be taxed as a corporation except for the provision relative to REIT.27
4) No property may be held primarily for sale to customers in the ordinary course of business.28 (This restriction was placed here to assure that the organization does not engage in an active business enterprise.)29
5) Beneficial ownership must be held by at least one-hundred persons, including individuals, trusts, estates, partnerships, associations, companies or corporations.30 No "attribution" rules are applied in this instance so as to reduce the

24IRC (1954) § 856(a).
25IRC (1954) § 856(a)(1).
26IRC (1954) § 856(a)(2).
27IRC (1954) § 856(a)(3).
28IRC (1954) § 856(a)(4).
30IRC (1954) § 856(a)(5).
number of effective holders considered to be present, but these required one-hundred owners must hold shares during at least 335 days of a taxable year of twelve months or during a proportionate part of a taxable year of less than twelve months.

6) The organization can not be a personal holding company under § 542 even if all its gross income was personal holding company income under § 543 of the Code. In other words, it may not be more than 50% owned directly or indirectly by or for five or fewer individuals. In this case, however, the statutory attribution rules of § 544 are applicable.

Note: The first four of the above requirements must be met during the entire taxable year.

Other important definitions for the study of these sections are:

Value — means with respect to securities for which market quotations are readily available, the value of such securities; with respect to other securities and assets, fair value as determined in good faith by the trustee except that in the case of securities of real estate investment trusts such fair value shall not exceed market value or asset value, whichever is higher.

Real Estate Assets — "means real property (including interests in real property and investments in mortgages or real property) and shares (or transferable certificates of beneficial interest) in other real estate investment trusts which meet the requirement of this part." Under the proposed regulation the terms include leasehold mortgages but not the following items though classified as fixtures by state law: machinery, printing presses, equipment, refrigerators, individual air conditioners, grocery counters, motel, hotel and office furnishings. Therefore, rents from a furnished

---


32IRC (1954) § 856(b).

33IRC (1954) § 856(b).

34IRC (1954) § 856(c)(6)(A).

35IRC (1954) § 856(c)(6)(B).

building do not include that portion of rent allocable to furnishings. 37

Interests in Real Property — includes fee ownership and co-
ownership of land or improvements thereon and leaseholds of
land or improvements thereon, but does not include mineral,
 oil or gas royalty interests. 38

Qualified Real Estate Investment Trusts — a real estate in-
vestment trust within the meaning of Part II of subchapter M
which is taxable under the provisions applicable to such or-
ganizations. 39

Partnership Interest — a trust which is a partner is deemed
to own partnership assets in properties to its capital interest. Rents
from the real property owned by the partnership can be counted
as real property rentals under the income test. However, it is
well to note that a trust can be disqualified if it owns an interest
in the partnership which holds property primarily for sale to
customers. 40

Any other terms utilized shall have the same meaning as when
used in the Investment Company Act of 1940 as amended. 41

Elections:

Even though a trust or association satisfies the other require-
ments of § 856-858 for the taxable year, it will not be taxed as a
REIT unless it elects to be taxed as such for the current taxable
year or has made an election for a previous taxable year effective
after December 31, 1960. 42 Thus once having made an election
the trust or association will be considered as such for every year
it meets the requirements.

38 IRC (1954), § 856(c)(6)(C).
40 Ibid.
41 IRC (1954), § 856(c)(6)(D).
42 IRC (1954), § 856(c)(1).
This election is irrevocable even with the consent of the Commissioner. Of course, as in the case of Subchapter S, a trust can disqualify itself in a particular year by failing to satisfy any one of the prerequisites for the trust. An appropriate example is: Redemption of sufficient interests to reduce the number of beneficiaries to fewer than one-hundred would disqualify the trust. However, if in the subsequent year the number of beneficiaries exceeds one-hundred for the required number of days, the original election would again become effective.

A similar election provision requiring a regulated investment company to make an election is contained in Code § 851(b)(1). These regulations further state that the election must be made by the taxpayer by computing income as a regulated investment company in its return for the first taxable year for which the election is applicable. The proposed regulations for REIT are very similar and it is anticipated that they will ultimately be enacted into law.

**Gross Income Requirements:**

Of all the limitations placed on the real estate investment trust the most exacting rules relative to qualification of the trust have been placed on the source of income. In order to qualify as a REIT three tests of gross income must be met. The three tests are:

1. 90% Test
2. 75% Test
3. 30% Test

---

46IRC (1954), § 856(c)(2).
47IRC (1954), § 856(c)(3).
48IRC (1954), § 856(c)(4).
(1) 90% Test —

Dividends,\textsuperscript{49} interest,\textsuperscript{50} rents from real property,\textsuperscript{51} gain from sales or other disposition of stock, securities and real property and interest in mortgages on real property,\textsuperscript{52} or abatement and refunds of taxes on real property\textsuperscript{53} must account for at least 90% of the gross income of the trust. This provision is similar to the 90% test provided for the regulated investment companies, except for the addition of the various types of income derived from real property.\textsuperscript{54} Consequently, a maximum of 10% of the gross income of the trust is not restricted as to source.\textsuperscript{55}

(2) 75% Test —

Under a second test, at least 75% of the trust’s gross income must come from realty rents, interest on mortgages, gain from sale of realty, dividends or distribution on and gain from sale or disposition of shares of other REIT and abatements and refunds of taxes on real property.\textsuperscript{56}

This interaction of the 90% test and the 75% test requires that at least 75% of the trust’s gross income come from real estate sources and that another 15% of its gross income be derived from either real estate or investments in stock, securities or mortgages. In contrast, the regulated investment companies are required to obtain 90% of their gross income from stock, so obviously there is no comparable 75% test for these companies.

(3) The 30% Test —

This third limitation is an effort to exclude organizations engaged in an active trading business and to prohibit use of the trust as a base for speculation. Under this provision the gross

\textsuperscript{49}IRC (1954), § 856(c)(2)(A).
\textsuperscript{50}IRC (1954), § 856(c)(2)(B).
\textsuperscript{51}IRC (1954), § 856(c)(2)(C).
\textsuperscript{52}IRC (1954), § 856(c)(2)(1).
\textsuperscript{53}IRC (1954), § 856(c)(2)(E).
\textsuperscript{54}IRC (1954), § 851(b)(2).
\textsuperscript{56}IRC (1954), § 856(c)(3).
income of the organization derived from the sale or disposition of (a) stock or securities held for less than six months and (b) real property (including real property interests) held less than four years, must account for less than 30% of the trust's total income.\footnote{57} However, real estate or interests therein involuntarily converted within the meaning of \$ 1033 are not included within this 30%.\footnote{58} On the basis of the Committee report it was thought that for the purpose of the 30% Test, losses were not netted with gain.\footnote{59} However, the proposed regulations\footnote{60} state specifically that the loss is not to be netted with gain for the purposes of determining the numerator in the 30% rule only and further adds that the determination of the period for which the property has been held shall be governed by \$ 1223.

Regulated investment companies are subject to similar limitations.\footnote{61} Under those provisions the mutual funds are required to have less than 30% of their gross income from the sale or disposition of stock or securities held less than three months.

The principal source of income includible under both the 90% and 75% tests is "rents from real property" defined\footnote{62} as "including rents from interests in real property but does not include:"

\begin{enumerate}
\item Amounts received or accrued which are geared wholly or partially to income or profit derived by any person from such property. If, however, the rent is based on a fixed percentage or percentage of sales receipts, the amount is includible as rent.\footnote{63}
\end{enumerate}

An example of the application of this rule is: "Where the fixed rental is agreed to and the agreement also calls for a percentage of the lessee's net profit in excess of a specific amount (usually determined before deducting the fixed rental and some-
(2) Amounts received or accrued directly or indirectly from any person if the trust owns (a) stock comprising 10% of the combined voting power of all classes of stock entitled to vote or 10% of the total number of shares of all classes of stock of such person or (b) if not a corporation, an interest of 10% in the assets or net profits of such person. For example, a trust leases an office building to a tenant for which it receives rent of $100,000 for the taxable year 1962. The lessee of the building subleases space to subtenants for which it receives gross rent of $500,000 for the year 1962. One of the subtenants is a corporation in which the trust owns 15% of the total combined voting power of all classes of stock entitled to vote. The rent paid by this subtenant for the taxable year is $50,000. Therefore, $10,000 (50,000/500,000 x 100,000) of the rent paid to the trust does not qualify as ‘rents from real property.’

(3) Amounts received or accrued where the trust furnishes or renders services to the tenants other than through an independent contractor. An independent contractor for this purpose means (a) a person who does not own, directly or indirectly, more than 35% of the shares of the trust or (b) if a corporation not more than 35% of total voting power of whose stock is owned directly or indirectly by one or more persons owning 25% of the shares of the trust. Services which must be rendered the tenant by the independent contractor in order to avoid disqualifying the rent include: hotel, motel, janitor, elevator, telephone switchboard, guard and similar services. Deductible repairs and maintenance must also be paid for and controlled by the contractor. On the other hand, the trustee is allowed to perform the following functions: establish rental terms, choose tenants, enter into and renew leases, handle taxes, interest and insurance and make capital expenditures.

65IRC (1954), § 856(d)(2).
67IRC (1954), § 856(d)(3).
These three restrictions on the "rents" were imposed to insure that such income inures from passive sources rather than from the active conduct of a trade or business in real estate. With these types of safeguards there is little possibility of the trust benefitting from the income derived from the active management of property.

Investment Requirements:

Each quarterly closing of the trust's books requires that the trust comply with two restrictions in order to qualify.

1. At least 75% of the value of the trust's total assets must be represented by the real estate assets, cash and cash items and Government securities.69

2. Not more than 25% of the total value of the trust's assets may be invested in securities other than those mentioned above. A further limitation states that the trust investment in one issuer's stock may not be greater in value than 5% of the value of the total assets of the trust and may not be more than 10% of the issuer's outstanding voting securities.70 Diversification of investment is the objective of this test. An example of a trust failing to qualify because of lack of diversity would be:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cash</th>
<th>5%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gov. securities</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real estate</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corp. A stock</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corp. B stock</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

100%

This trust fails to qualify since its investment in the stock of each corporation A and B exceed 5% of the total assets of the trust at the close of the quarter.

Although the investment percentage requirements must be met at the close of each quarter of the taxable year, provisions have been made to prevent disqualification as the result of mere fluctuation in market value and to permit curing of transitory

69IRC (1954), § 856(e)(5)(A).
70IRC (1954), § 856(e)(5)(B).
disqualifications. Thus a trust that meets the percentage requirement at the close of any quarter will not become disqualified because of failure to meet them in a subsequent quarter unless such failure exists immediately after an acquisition and is the result of such acquisition. Moreover, if the disqualification occurs as the result of an acquisition in a particular quarter, the trust will not be disqualified if the discrepancy is eliminated within 30 days after the close of such quarter.

Another area which will be important in computing whether or not a trust qualifies for the real estate trust tax treatment will be the value placed on the assets of the trust. Determination of the real estate value is the fair value placed on them in good faith by the trustees so that difficult appraisals and computations will not be required at the time of acquisition of the property. However, one question has not been answered by the Code or regulations. It arises when the trustee acquires mortgages on real estate since there is no criterion as to whether the value should include the amount of the mortgage or is limited to the equity. Argument can be made on both views. Full value of the real estate could be a measure since the entire property is producing income and more clearly measures the extent of the investment. The net value concept has merit on the ground that only the amount of funds actually received from shareholders and invested should measure the extent of investment. In any event, this particular requirement on the asset apportionment will be important since the value of non-real estate assets can be higher if the value of real estate includes the mortgage so the final conclusion on this problem will be a determining factor in the composition of the trust investment.

Taxation of REIT — Beneficiaries Under New Law

Taxation of Trusts:

Election and qualification of a trust as a REIT does not automatically entitle the trust to conduit treatment. Trusts are basically 'associations' taxable as corporations with their ordinary

---

72 IRC (1954), § 856(c)(5).
73 Research Institute of America, § E-7004, ¶ 21,014 (1961).
74 IRC (1954), § 7701(a)(3).
income subject to the corporate normal and surtax rate of 30% and 22%, respectively.\textsuperscript{75} Failure to distribute 90\% of the ordinary income\textsuperscript{76} (computed without regard to capital gain dividends) or to meet other requirements\textsuperscript{77} will cause the entire income of the REIT trust to be taxed as opposed to the tax only on retained ordinary income if the 90\% rule is met. For the purpose of computing the "real estate investment taxable income," the following adjustments to taxable income must be made:

1. Excess of net long-term capital gain over the net short-term capital loss is excluded. (Capital gains are taxed separately).\textsuperscript{78}

2. Deduction for corporations provided in § 241-§ 247 (dealing with partially exempt interest and certain dividend received or paid) are not allowed.\textsuperscript{79}

3. Deduction for dividends paid and computed under § 561 shall be allowed without regard to capital gain dividends.\textsuperscript{80}

4. Taxable income shall be computed without regard to § 443(b) (relating to computation of the tax on change of annual accounting period).\textsuperscript{81}

5. Net operating loss deduction provided in § 172 shall not be allowed.\textsuperscript{82}

After the adjustments to taxable income have been made, it becomes apparent that the 90\% rule may cause considerable difficulty if the trust's taxable income is greater than its net cash receipts, i.e., where mortgage principal payments exceed the annual depreciation allowance. At this stage the trust may have difficulty securing cash to distribute under the 90\% rule. One solution would be to refinance the mortgage or to sell the property and reinvest the proceeds. The problem arises in the latter situa-

\textsuperscript{75} IRC § 11 (1954).
\textsuperscript{76} IRC (1954), § 857(a)(1).
\textsuperscript{77} IRC (1954), § 857(a)(2).
\textsuperscript{78} IRC (1954), § 857(b)(2)(A).
\textsuperscript{79} IRC (1954), § 857(b)(2)(B).
\textsuperscript{80} IRC (1954), § 857(b)(2)(C).
\textsuperscript{81} IRC (1954), § 857(b)(2)(D).
\textsuperscript{82} IRC (1954), § 857(b)(2)(E).
tion where, if the property is greatly appreciated in value, the trust would realize a capital gain on the sale which if not distributed will be taxed both to the trust and later to the beneficiaries. A possible solution might be for the trust to declare an optional stock dividend of the gain in the manner used in many cases by the regulated investment companies.

There is one exception to the absolute fatalness of the failure to meet the 90% distribution requirement. The current earnings and profits of a trust (but not the accumulated earnings and profits) are not reduced by any amount which is not deductible in computing the organization's taxable income for the year. This applies even though the trust was not qualified for special tax treatment. For example, if a trust had no accumulated earnings or profits but had rental income of $100,000 and a capital loss of $100,000, a distribution of $50,000 normally would not be a dividend because not made out of earnings and profits. However, in the case of the trust, the capital loss does not reduce current earnings and profits so the distribution is considered a dividend. On the other hand, if the trust had failed to meet the 100 beneficiary requirement, it would not be subject to the provisions of Subchapter M and the special rule for determining earnings and profits so the dividend would not be a dividend.

Even though an attempt is made to give these distributions special consideration, capital gains treatment in the real estate investment trust is different for those gains may be taxed twice under some circumstances. Undistributed long term capital gains (excess of long term capital gain over the short term capital loss with a deduction for dividends paid determined with reference to capital gains dividend only) is taxed at a flat 25% rate. This provision certainly does not benefit the beneficiaries since this

---

84IRC 1954), § 857(b)(3)(C).
86IRC (1954), § 857(d).
87Roberts, Id. at note 85.
gain is taxed again to them when distributed. However, the distributed capital gains are not taxable to the trust but are passed on to the distributee where it is taxed only once as a capital gain.

Another feature allows dividends paid by the organization after the close of the year to be treated as having been paid during that year. This provision is applicable only if the following conditions are met: (a) Trust must declare the dividend before the time prescribed for filing its return for the year to which the dividend is to be "thrown back." The time allowed is extended by each extension allowance for the filing of the return.\(^8\) \(^9\) (b) Dividend must be paid during twelve month period following the end of the year to which thrown back but in no case shall it be later than the date of the first regular dividend payment. (c) The provision also requires that any notice required to shareholders or other interest holders in regard to dividends shall be given not later than thirty days after end of taxable year in which distribution is made.\(^9\) (d) An election to "throw back" must be made in the organization's returns for the year to which the dividend is to be shifted and this apparently means a partial "throwback" also.\(^9\)

The effect of these provisions is to treat the trust as a conduit for the distribution of income to the beneficiaries with the least tax consequences. However, there is one feature of the real estate trust law which will cause some trusts concern when they have a net loss from their operations. Such a loss is apparently wasted since the trust cannot use it as a net operating loss carryover or carryback in computing its real estate investment trust taxable income and there is no provision for passing losses through to the shareholders for use on their individual returns.\(^9\)

\textit{Taxation of Beneficiaries:}

Holders of certificates of the REIT are required to handle the "real estate investment trust taxable income" distributed to them as ordinary income. Since these distributions are not

\(^8\)IRC (1954), § 858(a)(1).

\(^9\)IRC (1954), § 858(c).


\(^9\)Research Institute of America, § E-7100, ¶ 21,014 (1961).
considered to be dividends, the beneficiaries of the fund get no 4% dividend-received credit, nor are such distributions subject to the $50 exclusion, or to the dividends-received deduction allowed corporations by § 243.

The principal exception to the ordinary income treatment of distribution from the trust relates to the so-called "capital gains dividend." This capital gains dividend is "any dividend, or part thereof, which is designated by the real estate investment trust as a capital gain dividend in a written notice mailed to its shareholders or holders of beneficial interests at any time before the expiration of thirty days after the close of its taxable year." If the aggregate amount so designated with respect to the taxable year of the trust (inclusive of capital gain dividends "thrown back" under § 858) is greater than the excess of the net long term capital gain over its short term capital loss for the year, then only a portion of the distribution is treated as a capital gain dividend. The portion is determined by applying, to the aggregate amount designated in the written notice, the ratio which the excess of actual net long term gain or net short term loss becomes to the aggregate designated amount. Then the beneficiary pays the tax on the capital gain dividend just as any other long term gain. However, unlike the case with the regulated investment companies, there is no provision in the new law for taxing shareholders on the undistributed capital gains. Under these circumstances the trust is taxed on such gains and the shareholder is taxed later on the same gain when distributed.

To eliminate tax avoidance possibilities in converting short term into long term capital gain, the statute provides, where the stock or interest has been held by taxpayer for less than 30 days prior to the distribution of the gain dividend, any loss on the sale or exchange of such stock or interest is treated as long term capital
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loss to the extent of the capital gain dividend. Regulated investment companies beneficiaries are subject to a similar provision designed to curb tax avoidance. In determining whether or not the stock or interest has been held for less than 30 days, the rules of § 246(c)(3) applicable to the dividends received deduction are applied.

Under the provisions of § 858(b) (discussed in previous section) the beneficiaries are considered as having received the distribution of trust income in the year in which it was actually received. This is of course contra to the handling of the distribution by the trust.

Miscellaneous Provisions

Records:

A real estate investment trust is required to maintain records which will disclose the actual ownership of its outstanding stock. The proposed regulations have set forth provisions for records similar to those required for regulated investment companies.

For the purpose of determining whether a company is a personal holding company, the trust’s permanent records must show the maximum number of shares to be considered as actually or constructively owned by each of the actual owners of the stock at any time during the last half of the taxable year.

Liquidation:

Since a real estate investment trust would be taxed as a corporation except for the rules of § 856-858, the rules applicable to corporate liquidation also apply to the liquidation of such trusts. Amounts distributed in complete liquidation of a corporation are treated as full payment in exchange for the stock under § 331. Liquidation distribution by a real estate investment trust
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are, therefore, subject to the capital gain and loss provisions. Amounts distributed in partial liquidation are treated as being in part or in full payment in exchange for the shares or beneficial interest, and gain or loss is treated as capital gain or loss.106

State Laws:

The relationship existing between the federal fiscal system and the laws of the states has been aptly phrased by Judge Learned Hand:

It is of course true, as the taxpayers argue, that the federal fiscal system is self-determined in the sense that the meaning of its terms does not depend upon the law of the state, nevertheless, when Congress imposes taxes based upon the existence of legal rights or duties, it must be understood to refer to such rights and duties as the state law creates, since there are no others; nor could there be, unless Congress were to set up for its fiscal use systems of municipal law parallel with those already existing in the state.107

There being no system of federal municipal law, property rights fall almost exclusively within and are dependent upon the laws of the states, arising in connection with trusts where this is especially true of tax questions. The incidents of it are wholly dependent upon local law.

A study of the Code of Virginia (1950) sheds little light on the question of whether an unincorporated association meeting the requirements of a REIT can validly exist in the Commonwealth. There are no Code provisions such as found in New York which does not allow the shares of the beneficiary of an express trust to be transferred by assignment,108 or which prohibit the trustee of a passive trust from holding title to real property.110 Provisions such as these are a major obstacle to the utilization of this form of investment in that state. The one area that might preclude the trustee in his fiduciary capacity from investing in real estate would be § 26-40,111 since under this section real

107Johnston v. Helvering, 141 F. 2d 208, 210, 32 AFTR 280 (CA 2 1944).
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estate is not considered a lawful investment. Even here case law relieves the trustee from liability if he invests in property outside the qualified list and a loss occurs in spite of the fact that he exercises proper care and caution.\textsuperscript{112}

In addition to the registration of the REIT under the Securities Act of 1933\textsuperscript{113} and the Investment Company Act of 1940,\textsuperscript{114} many states including Virginia will require registration of the shares under the state "Blue Sky Law."\textsuperscript{115} The term "security" under the state Securities Act is defined to include "any type of transferable share or any interest known as a security."\textsuperscript{116} Since the law pertaining to the real estate investment trust requires that shares be transferable, it is evident that the beneficial interests of the trusts will require registration.

**State Court Adjudications:**

Generally speaking, the Federal government taxing authorities are bound by state court adjudication affecting rights in the particular property.\textsuperscript{117}

Apparently the Supreme Court of Virginia has been called upon only once to define the limitation upon the use of trusts within the state. In that instance the court quoting Scott on Trusts (vol. 1, p. 1, § 1.):

\[\ldots\] A trust can be created for any purpose which is not illegal, which is not against public policy.\ldots The uses of the trust, however, go far beyond the effecting of family settlements. The trust has been frequently employed in business transactions. As Professor Isaacs has said: 'Trusteeship has become a readily available tool for everyday purposes of organization, financing, risk, shifting, credit operation, settling of disputes and liquidation of business affairs.' He also points out that 'modern business has become honey-combed with

\begin{footnotes}
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trusteeship. Next to contract, the universal tool, and incorporation, the standard instrument of organization, it takes its place wherever the relations to be established are too delicate or too novel for these coarser devices. 118

By this quote the Virginia Court has apparently given its approval to the use of the "trust" for use beyond the scope of family trusts so there is no reason to believe that a real estate investment trust could not function within the state.

Conclusion

In the interest of a sound tax structure, it is imperative that tax exempt entities be confined in their activities to passive investment media. Real estate investment trusts have been defined so as to preclude them from functioning in an active business area capacity. These provisions do not allow the trusts to undertake the obligation inherent in carrying on business. The limitations further remove the possibility of these entities expanding their operations so as to grow into monopolies of economic power.

The effect of these provisions is to treat the trust as a conduit since the trusts' distributed income is not subject to tax and distributed capital gains are "passed through" to the beneficiaries. However, the trust is not a true conduit for the trust is taxed on undistributed income and net operating losses are not "passed through" to the beneficiaries. Although these provisions may not be as advantageous as investors anticipated, they will place real estate investment in a competitive position and the financial circuit anticipates more capital for investment to become available for larger projects.

Public reaction to the new investment medium is uncertain at best but based on the success of the mutual fund and the general public investment attitude, the real estate investment trust is almost certain to make a tremendous impact on the investment field. This expected enthusiasm is borne out by a Wall Street Journal119 article stating: "Greenfield Real Estate Investment Trust's 500,000-share ($10 million) offering was oversubscribed and the books closed soon after it reached the market." This may well be an omen.